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Structured Abstract

Background. Although handwriting recognition and OCR are often considered to be solved
problems, state-of-the-art models trained on specific datasets perform very poorly on real world
samples. Additionally, publicly available labelled datasets are often very small, leading to difficulties
in training deep learning models that typically require a lot of data. There are a number of synthetic
handwriting data generation techniques in the literature, but the difference in distribution between
generated data and real data limits the performance of models trained purely on synthetic data.
Aim. To refine synthetic handwriting data using limited real data so as to improve word-level
classification accuracy of a model trained on the synthetic data.
Data. Two datasets are used in this project. The first consists of maintenance records from Boeing
aircrafts (private), and the second is the IAM Handwriting Database (publicly available).
Methods. The recently introduced simGAN shows good qualitative and quantitative performance
on the task of refining synthetic eye gaze and hand pose data. This method has been extended
to the word images used in word-level handwriting recognition tasks, along with experimental
modifications to the loss function.
Results. Refined images generated using the simGAN and its variants show impressive classification performance when used for training, improving top 1 accuracy from 52% to nearly 63% on the
Boeing dataset.
Conclusions. Handwriting recognition continues to be a challenging problem on the wide variety
of handwriting styles encountered in the wild, especially considering the rarity of large annotated
datasets. Synthetic data generation coupled with refiners built using real data provide an efficient
and convenient solution to this problem.
Broader impacts. The implications of data refiners go well beyond handwriting recognition alone.
While deep learning has become very popular in recent years, the need for large amounts of data
cannot always be met easily, and the results presented here provide a promising avenue of research.
Keywords: Handwriting Recognition, Deep Learning, Generative Adversarial Networks
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Introduction

It is commonly believed both inside and outside the machine learning community that handwriting
recognition is a problem that has been completely solved. The reality is that the existing state-ofthe-art models perform well only in one of two extremely restrictive conditions: recognizing printed
text, and recognizing handwriting styles similar to those on which they were trained. In addition,
publicly available annotated datasets are often too small to train deep learning models effectively.
It is thus a challenge to build a robust system that performs well on a wide variety of handwriting
styles.
Deep learning applications that are faced with the problem of insufficient annotated data often
opt to generate synthetic data. This is an attractive option as a well-built generation system offers the possibility of an endless supply of training data, allowing for deep and complex network
architectures to learn from the data. However, there is a fundamental limitation to this kind of
approach: the difference in distribution between the generated synthetic data and the real data
that we want to perform well on. It is possible to get outstanding performance when testing on the
synthetic data, primarily because of the availability of a large amount of training data. However,
this does not guarantee generalization in terms of good performance on the real data. Thus it
becomes important to “bridge the gap” between the synthetic data and the real data.
The aim is to build a system that is capable of taking large amounts of synthetic data and a
relatively small amount of real data, and learn a mapping from the synthetic data distribution
to the real data distribution. Given a new synthetic data point, the system will be capable of
refining the data point so as to make the training data more similar to the real data. This is
precisely what [19] attempts to do, showing excellent results on eye gaze and hand pose estimation
tasks. However, it is unclear whether the approach taken, specifically with reference to the “selfregularization” and “local adversarial” loss will extend well to the task of handwriting recognition,
where the images are vastly different from those used in the original paper. This project applies the
simGAN method to the handwriting recognition setting, and modifies the loss function based on an
improved regularization penalty and a Wasserstein component[1] so as to achieve better word-level
classification accuracy using the refined images. Thus we develop a robust handwriting recognition
system capable of performing well on the wide range of styles encountered in the real world.

3

Related Work

Handwriting recognition - referred to in certain contexts as Optical Character Recognition (OCR) has always been a hot topic of research, even before the recent surge in popularity of deep learning.
[17] give an exhaustive description of the various tasks, challenges and applications of the problem
of handwriting recognition. This includes descriptions of the problems of word and character segmentation, and recognition tasks at the word level and at the character level, both of which are
questions that need to be addressed irrespective of whether the problem is approached using deep
learning. Some of the earliest successes of both CNN’s [13] and of LSTM’s [6] lie in the domain
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of handwritten text recognition. In this project we specifically tackle the problem of offline handwriting recognition, where the data consists of images of the handwritten words as opposed to pen
locations over time (which is a related but different problem called online handwriting recognition).
Most published papers using deep learning for text recognition tend to be in the realm of localization and recognition of words in natural images, such as in [21][22][3][10]. This problem is subtly
different from handwriting recognition as the words in these images are typically not handwritten
and tend to have other real world objects around them. The problem of handwriting recognition
as it is defined for this project is addressed instead in [7][16] in an offline setting and in [5][9][11]
in an online setting.
Another popular topic of research recently has been handwriting generation. [4] showed initial
good results on this problem, using an LSTM that sequentially predicted pen locations after being
conditioned on an input text string to write. A variant of the synthesis task is tackled in [8],
where entire images of handwritten digits are generated as opposed to simply pen locations, which
is more relevant to our setting of offline handwriting recognition. The data generation techniques
used in this project are derived primarily from the One-Shot Learning idea introduced in [12].
The paper uses a concept called Bayesian Program Learning which fits conditional distributions
in order to generate concepts (characters) as a composition of parts, sub-parts and spatial relations.
The field of generative models in general has grown significantly in recent years, fueled to a large
extent by the introduction of Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) in [2]. A number of variants
of the GAN have come out since then to improve generated image quality and training stability,
such as the Deep Convolutional GAN [18]. The Wasserstein GAN [1] is another variant, which
made a significant stride in the direction of training stability by modifying the loss function in
order to minimize an approximation of the Wasserstein distance. However, the GAN variant most
relevant to this paper is the simGAN introduced in [19], in which synthetic images are refined
with the help of a set of unlabelled real images, using the traditional GAN loss augmented with
additional components to improve performance.

4

Data

This project uses two real world datasets. The first is a private dataset of aircraft maintenance
logs from Boeing. This data consists of individually segmented words from the logs, amounting to
a total size of 6,980 images with a vocabulary of 491 words.
The second is the IAM Handwriting Database [15] which contains forms of handwritten text.
It has handwriting samples from 657 writers and 115,320 isolated and labeled words. All forms,
extracted text lines, words and sentences are available for download as PNG files with 256 gray
levels, with corresponding XML meta-information included about the image files. All texts in the
IAM database are built using sentences provided by the LOB Corpus. The images corresponding
to the top 500 most frequently occurring words in the dataset were used for this project, so as to
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enable a direct comparison with the Boeing dataset. This brings the dataset size down to 63,924
images.
This real data was augmented with a significant amount of synthetic data - 960 sample images
per vocabulary word in each dataset. This comes to a total of 471,360 synthetic images for the
Boeing vocabulary and 480,000 synthetic images for the IAM vocabulary. For the purposes of this
project, the synthetic data generator is treated as a black box.

5

Approach

5.1
5.1.1

Background
Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN’s) were introduced in [2] as a method to sample data from
a target data distribution pdata . A GAN involves two networks: a generator G with parameters θg
and a discriminator D with parameters θd . The generator takes as input a random noise vector z
drawn from a distribution pz and generates a data point x = G(z; θg ) ∼ pg . The discriminator D
then learns to distinguish between the actual data (drawn from pdata ) and the data coming from the
generator distribution pg , by learning a function representing the probability that the data point
is “real”, as D(x; θd ). The loss (value) function used to achieve this is:
V (D, G) = Ex∼pdata [log(D(x))] + Ez∼pz [log(1 − D(G(z)))]

(1)

The first term is representative of the discriminator’s ability to identify points coming from the real
data distribution as genuine. The second term represents the discriminator’s ability to recognize
points coming from the generator as fake. The discriminator thus tries to maximize V (D, G) by
learning to distinguish between the two distributions. The generator tries to minimize it by learning
and generating data points from the real distribution. So G and D are optimized with respect to
θg and θd so as to minimize the loss functions LG and LD respectively, where:
LG (θg ) = Ez∼pz [log(1 − D(G(z; θg )))]

(2)

LD (θd ) = −Ex∼pdata [log(D(x; θd ))] − Ez∼pz [log(1 − D(G(z); θd ))]

(3)

The paper shows that for a fixed generator G, the optimal discriminator is:
∗
DG
(x) =

pdata (x)
pdata (x) + pg (x)

Also, the optimal generator is one that learns the data distribution exactly (pg = pdata ) as is
intuitively expected. Putting these results together, we see that if the GAN training process is
carried out correctly, G learns to sample from the actual data distribution and D outputs 0.5
uniformly for both the real and generated data points, as both come from the same distribution.
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5.1.2

simGAN

A common problem encountered when using synthetic data to train a model is the difference in
distribution between the synthetic training data and the real testing data. This often manifests
itself, for instance, in high test accuracy on held-out synthetic data coupled with low or plateaued
accuracy on the real data.
[19] tackles this problem by using a GAN variant called a simGAN. The setting is very similar
to the vanilla GAN setting, with the primary difference being that the input z to the generator
is an unrefined synthetic image instead of a random noise vector. The generator (also called a
“refiner” in this setting) refines the synthetic image to bring it to the real data distribution. In this
setting, pz becomes the distribution generating the synthetic images, which for the purposes of the
simGAN can be treated as a black box.
There are 3 important modifications done to the GAN training process to ensure good performance of the simGAN. First, this setting is not a typical GAN setting in that we are not simply
interested in generating data from the target distribution. Since the end goal is to actually train
a model (say for classification) using the refined images, it is important that any annotation information is not lost in the refinement process. [19] handles this by adding a “self-regularization”
penalty to the generator loss function, so as to discourage it from changing the original image too
significantly on a pixel-wise basis. So the generator loss function becomes:
LVG (θg ) = Ez∼pz [log(1 − D(G(z; θg ))) + λ||G(z; θg ) − z||1 ]

(4)

Here, LVG is the generator loss for the “vanilla” simGAN.
The second modification is done to prevent the generator from adding artifacts in the image in
order to fool the discriminator. This is done by using a “local adversarial loss” which runs the discriminator over image patches instead of the whole image. Thus there are multiple cross-entropy
values computed per image, which are summed up to get the complete loss function value for that
sample.
Finally, training stability of the discriminator is improved by maintaining a history of images
refined by earlier versions of the generator. Each batch of refined images fed to the discriminator
during training contains images from both the current version of the refiner and from this history
of images from earlier refiners. This ensures that the discriminator does not “forget” the earlier
stages of training.
The simGAN idea has been modified for the context of handwriting recognition as described in the
next two sections.
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5.2

Abstract Loss

The self-regularization loss is a good way to retain annotation information, but having a pixel-wise
penalty may not always work well. As is often the case in computer vision, images that are vastly
different on a pixel-by-pixel basis can be representative of the same object or concept.
In order to alleviate this issue, the loss function has been modified to instead penalize the difference between abstract features extracted from the synthetic and the refined image, as suggested
in [19]:
LA
G (θg ) = Ez∼pz [log(1 − D(G(z; θg ))) + λ||F(G(z; θg )) − F(z)||1 ]
where F is an appropriate feature extractor. Specifically in this case, we use the layers of a fixed
discriminator as F. If the discriminator can be broken down as D(x) = S(D0 (x)), where S is
the penultimate layer and the final softmax and D0 represents the layers leading up to these, the
generator loss function becomes:
0
0
LA
G (θg ) = Ez∼pz [log(1 − D(G(z; θg ))) + λ||D (G(z; θg )) − D (z)||1 ]

(5)

We call this variant the “Abstract” simGAN.

5.3

Wasserstein Loss

The Wasserstein GAN [1] takes a different approach to generative models by altering the loss
function. The WGAN attempts to estimate the real data distribution pdata with the generator
distribution pg by minimizing an approximation to the Wasserstein or Earth-Mover distance between the two distributions. The Wasserstein distance is defined (using the Kantorovich-Rubinstein
duality) as:
W (pdata , pg ) = sup Ex∼pdata [D(x)] − Ex∼pg [D(x)]
(6)
||D||L ≤1

The supremum is taken over all possible 1-Lipschitz functions. As it is not possible to actually
optimize over the space of all 1-Lipschitz functions, in practice we optimize this in two steps. First,
we minimize the following loss function over the parameter space θd representing the discriminator
(also called a critic in this setting) for a fixed generator G:
LW
D (θd ) = −Ex∼pdata [D(x; θd )] + Ez∼pz [D(G(z); θd )]

(7)

Then we constrain the discriminator parameters to lie within [−c, c] for a small positive constant c.
While this is only an approximation to the Wasserstein distance, in practice it has been observed
that this procedure improves training stability, with an additional benefit being that the loss function is a good proxy for image quality. Finally, we optimize the generator by minimizing this loss
function:
LW
(8)
G (θg ) = Ez∼pz [−D(G(z; θg )) + λ||G(z; θg ) − z||1 ]
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Note that this involves two terms. The first is the approximation to the Wasserstein distance
that the discriminator gives us (or at least the part that involves θg ), and the second is the selfregularization penalty that is used to retain annotation information. Note that in the implementation, the discriminator and generator architecture remain exactly the same as the previous cases
(up to and including final layer softmax).

6

Experiments

6.1

Experimental Setup

As described earlier, experiments are run on two datasets, Boeing and IAM. The datasets consists
of a set of real word images with different numbers of images per vocabulary word, and a set of
synthetic images with an equal number of images for each vocabulary word. This allows us to
understand the impact of the size of the real dataset on performance.
The synthetic images were used only for training in every experiment. The real images are split
into 80-20 train/test sets, coming out to 5584 real training images and 1396 real test images for
the Boeing dataset, and 51140 real train images and 12784 real test images for the IAM dataset.
The entire synthetic dataset and the real training dataset are used for training purposes (for both
the classification CNN and for the GAN) with the model’s performance evaluated on the real test
images.
Three simGAN variants are tested: a vanilla simGAN, a simGAN using the abstract loss (Abstract simGAN), and a simGAN using the Wasserstein loss (Wasserstein simGAN). Each simGAN
is trained to make the entire set of synthetic images closer in distribution to the real training images. Following this training phase, the synthetic images are run through the simGAN to generate
a set of refined images of equal size to the synthetic dataset (471,360 for Boeing and 480,000 for
IAM). These are then augmented with the set of real training images, and are used to train a
word-level classification model using a CNN whose architecture is described in the next section.
After 10 epochs of training, Top 1 and Top 5 accuracies are calculated using the real test data.
This training procedure is shown in Figure 1.
We look at a number of baselines to compare with these models. We use two state-of-the-art
OCR systems, Tesseract OCR [20] and Google Cloud Vision API 1 . As these systems do not have
access to the actual set of words in the vocabulary and can thus output any arbitrary sequence
of characters, we use the Levenshtein edit distance [14] to compute their word-level accuracies.
Specifically, we count a prediction by these systems as being “correct” if the Levenshtein distance
between the prediction and the ground-truth word is less than a certain fraction of the length of
the ground-truth word. We calculate the accuracy using different values of this fraction (0.25, 0.50
and 0.75), which are indicated within brackets in Table 1.
1

https://cloud.google.com/vision
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Figure 1: Training procedure followed in experiments. Note that the available real data is split
into two parts, train and test, and used in different parts of the pipeline accordingly.
We also report the IAM accuracy results of the offline models used in [6]. Apart from these
baselines, two additional custom models are trained to understand the impact of the refinement
process on performance. The first is a CNN that is trained on the real training images alone without
any synthetic data (indicated as “Real”). The second is a CNN trained on the real training images
along with synthetic images that have not been subjected to (indicated as “Real”)GAN refinement
(indicated as “Real + Synthetic”).

6.2

Implementation Details

Input images are first resized to 128 x 256 before being fed into either network. This size was chosen
instead of the usual square images chosen in image classification tasks as handwritten word images
usually have greater width than height, and resizing them to a square distorts them significantly.
Beyond human legibility, classification performance was also seen to be higher with these resized
dimensions.
The architecture of the generator and discriminator are those used for hand pose estimation in
[19]. The generator consists of (i) convolutional layer with kernel size 7, stride 1 and 64 output
feature maps (ii) 10 ResNet blocks, each using a kernel size of 3, stride 1 and 64 output feature
maps while retaining the image size using appropriate zero padding (iii) convolutional layer with
kernel size 1, stride 1 and a single feature map (iv) tanh layer outputting the final refined image.
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The discriminator consists of (i) convolutional layer with kernel size 7, stride 4 and 96 output
feature maps (ii) convolutional layer with kernel size 5, stride 2 and 64 output feature maps (iii)
maxpool layer with kernel size 3 and stride 2 (iv) convolutional layer with kernel size 3, stride 2 and
32 output feature maps (v) convolutional layer with kernel size 1, stride 1 and 32 output feature
maps (vi) convolutional layer with kernel size 1, stride 1 and 2 output feature maps (vii) softmax
layer
The architecture used for the word classification CNN is (i) 7 convolutional layers, with output
feature maps of size 48, 48, 96, 96, 192, 192 and 192 (ii) maxpool layers after the 2nd, 4th and
7th convolutional layers (iii) 2 fully connected layers with 4096 and 4096 hidden units (iv) softmax layer of size equal to the vocabulary size. A kernel of size 3 with stride 1 was used in all of
the convolutional and maxpool layers. The fully connected layers used dropout with probability 0.5.
ADAM optimizer was used for the GAN training, and AdaGrad was used for the CNN.

7

Results

The accuracy results after 10 epochs are shown in Table 1. First, we observe that our models completely outperform Tesseract and Google Cloud Vision for both datasets, even when the threshold
for accuracy calculation is set at a very lenient 0.75. Additionally, we improve over the results
presented in [6] for IAM.
To understand the impact of the refinement process alone, note that all three simGAN variants
(vanilla, abstract and Wasserstein) improve classification performance over the unrefined synthetic
image model for the Boeing dataset. Also, the best top 1 and top 5 accuracies are achieved by the
Abstract simGAN for both datasets.
Additionally, the graphs in Figure 2 show the convergence characteristics for the 10 epochs of
training. Again, we see that all three simGAN variants improve over the training process that uses
only unrefined images for the Boeing dataset. The Abstract simGAN and Wasserstein simGAN
stay above the curve for the vanilla simGAN throughout the training process. While the Wasserstein simGAN does marginally better in the beginning, the Abstract simGAN converges to nearly
the same accuracy at the end of the training phase, even performing marginally better after the
final epoch as shown in Table 1.
The results of our methods are less convincing for the IAM dataset, with all the models converging to nearly the same final accuracy. The training curves are also very similar, except for the
vanilla simGAN which takes longer to converge than the other models.
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Model

Boeing Top 1

Boeing Top 5

IAM Top 1

IAM Top 5

Tesseract (0.25)
Tesseract (0.50)
Tesseract (0.75)
Google Vision (0.25)
Google Vision (0.50)
Google Vision (0.75)
HMM [6]
LSTM [6]
Real
Real + Synthetic
simGAN
Abstract simGAN
Wasserstein simGAN

1.79
4.01
7.95
10.60
16.05
18.91
28.01
52.08
60.03
62.97
61.89

50.86
74.00
78.80
83.38
82.52

1.31
2.54
5.37
10.47
16.26
19.37
64.5
74.1
77.25
77.60
74.17
79.69
75.11

92.57
92.66
90.94
92.98
91.38

Table 1: Top 1 and Top 5 classification accuracy of different models on the two datasets.
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Discussion

As seen in Table 1, our models improve significantly over the chosen baselines. However, it is
important to take these results in context, noting the advantages that our models possess to begin
with. First, we have access to real training data (including the complete vocabulary set) for both
datasets. Tesseract and Google Cloud Vision, however, have been trained beforehand and do not
have access to training data specifically from these datasets. They are general-purpose OCR engines
that can be applied to any vocabulary, which our model is currently incapable of. Nevertheless,
the Tesseract and Google Cloud Vision results show that the best publicly available OCR systems
perform poorly on real-world handwriting recognition tasks.
While [6] does have access to real training data, they tackle the IAM dataset as whole. We
focus instead on the 500 most frequently occurring words in the dataset. While these top words
still account for more than 55% of the dataset, the full vocabulary setting is clearly more challenging.
Looking at the differences in accuracy among our different models, we find some interesting patterns. For the Boeing dataset, the insufficient number of real training points leads to low accuracy
when trained without data augmentation. Simply adding unrefined synthetic images using our
black box generator leads to a significant boost in accuracy.
Furthermore, the improvement made by the data refinement process is clear. All three simGAN’s
boost the classification accuracy significantly on the Boeing dataset. The results also seem to
indicate that the modified simGAN’s improve slightly over the vanilla simGAN. The Wasserstein
simGAN helps to improve and stabilize the training process, and it is the fastest to converge as
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(a) Top 1 Accuracy on Boeing dataset

(b) Top 5 Accuracy on Boeing dataset

(c) Top 1 Accuracy on IAM dataset

(d) Top 5 Accuracy on IAM dataset

Figure 2: Performance during training over the two datasets
seen in Figure 2. Overall, the Abstract simGAN performs marginally better. This is likely because
its loss function is better at retaining annotation information, a feature that is vital for a setting
in which the refined images need to be used in a supervised manner. However, during training
the Wasserstein simGAN appeared to be more robust to hyperparameter tuning. Specifically, the
regularization constant λ used in the Abstract simGAN had a large impact on its performance.
Using a constant that is too small leads to the network distorting the images to make them completely white, as it is not sufficiently penalized for changing the pixel values. This is a form of mode
collapse, a common issue in GAN training. On the other hand, using a constant that is too large
leads the network to keep the image almost unchanged, leading to no improvement in accuracy
over the unrefined images.
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For the IAM dataset, all of the models perform very similarly. This is likely due to the large
amount of available real data. As the real data alone is sufficient to produce reasonable classification accuracy, the addition of synthetic data seems to either show no significant performance
gain, or in some cases, even hinder the training process. Nevertheless, the Abstract simGAN does
produce a marginal improvement in Top 1 and Top 5 accuracy over the models that do not perform any image refinement. It also does noticeably better than the other two simGAN variants on
the same metrics. Additionally, we see that both modified simGAN’s (Abstract and Wasserstein)
converge to the optimum fairly quickly, showing an improvement over the vanilla simGAN in terms
of the training process.
While the quantitative effect of the refinement process is clear, it is hard to explain the impact of
these simGAN’s qualitatively. To the naked eye, the refined image may look marginally sharper
or blurrier than the unrefined image, but no general pattern can be observed. In order to better
visualize the impact of each simGAN, the pixel-wise difference between the refined and the original
image was plotted. Specifically, the pixels where the refined image is darker were plotted in blue,
and the pixels where the refined image is lighter were plotted in red. Some of these illustrative
visualizations are shown in Figure 3.
The Wasserstein simGAN (column 3) appears to “sharpen” the image. It makes the pixels at
the corners lighters, and adds intensity to the pixels in the middle of the image. Conversely, the
Abstract simGAN seems to have almost the opposite effect. It spreads out the word and makes it
somewhat blurrier. For the vanilla simGAN, the effect could possibly be interpreted as a denoising
of the image, but the pattern is harder to determine. More samples of this refinement analysis can
be found in the appendix.
All of the effects appear to make the boundaries of the word clearer, and it can be argued that an
effective classification algorithm for handwriting needs only the word contours. The pixel intensities
within those contours do not matter as much. The simGAN variants thus take different approaches
to make the classification process easier and more robust, which leads to improvements in accuracy
as seen earlier.
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Conclusion

In many deep learning settings, it is difficult to find large labelled real world datasets to train
on. As a result, synthetic data generation has become very popular in recent years. In this paper
we present and improve on the simGAN method that, given a black box data generator and a
small amount of real data, can enable the generation of large amounts of data drawn from the
same distribution as the real data. We analyze the performance of the simGAN method and its
variants both quantitatively and qualitatively, and show that it allows for significant improvements
in accuracy on an offline word-level handwriting recognition task.
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Figure 3: Visualization of the refinement process. The first column shows the original image. The
next 3 columns show the impact of the refinement process of the vanilla simGAN, Abstract simGAN
and Wasserstein simGAN, respectively.
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Appendix

Figure 4: Additional samples of refinement process visualization. The first column shows the
original image. The next 3 columns show the impact of the refinement process of the vanilla
simGAN, Abstract simGAN and Wasserstein simGAN, respectively.
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Figure 5: Additional samples of refinement process visualization. The first column shows the
original image. The next 3 columns show the impact of the refinement process of the vanilla
simGAN, Abstract simGAN and Wasserstein simGAN, respectively.
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